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The English Grammar 101 Series

W

elcome to English Grammar 101. This online instructional series is a versatile program
that can be used in various settings. It is an ideal companion for instructor-led learning
environments, such as language arts classes, alternative education, or ESL courses. The
series consists of 16 modules representing approximately 150 hours of classroom instruction. It is
recommended that students have reading skills at the sixth-grade level or higher.
English Grammar 101 incorporates the Common Core Standards now adopted by most states.
Students learn and apply core concepts through simple, step-by-step instruction. They also receive
immediate feedback from single-click answer checking and instant scoring. Each module includes a
pretest, lessons, quizzes, reviews, and a posttest. Lessons and tests are automatically scored and can
be viewed in the Student Records tab located in the teacher administration area.
With English Grammar 101, students learn grammar not just for grammar’s sake, but to become
better communicators. The larger goal of the series is to help students develop written and oral
communication skills while at the same time experiencing the rich nature of the language.
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Online at:
https://clever.englishgrammar101.com
Student Dashboard
1. A
 ll lessons assigned to you will appear
on your dashboard.
2. D
 ue dates (if assigned) will appear
next to the lesson.
3. Click on any lesson to get started.

Create a captivating learning experience
Clever®
Cingletree Learning® is proud of their partnership with Clever®. Clever is an
online platform that connects software applications and schools, while giving
districts a central location to manage their online learning resources.

Assignments
Create assignments by selecting lessons, tests, or entire modules and assigning
start and due dates.

Custom Course Builder
Build a curriculum to suit the needs of your students at their particular grade
or skill level. Each module can be customized to include only those lessons
that are relevant to the concepts you wish to teach.

Extra Credit?
Any lesson can be marked as “Required,” “Optional,” or “Extra Credit.” The
subject matter in lessons marked “Required” is automatically included in the
reviews, quizzes, pretests, and posttests. Lessons marked “Optional” or “Extra
Credit” can be included in all the reviews, quizzes, and tests by placing a
checkmark next to the lesson in the “Test” column.

Lesson Review
Enable or disable your students’ ability to review and/or resubmit previously
completed lessons.

“Very impressive and teacher friendly!”
- Maryland Teacher

Program features at a glance
For the teacher:
•

For the student:

Design a custom curriculum in Course
Builder, or simply allow students to begin
in Module 1, Lesson 1, and work through
the series

•

View assigned lessons

•

View lesson start and/or due dates,
if assigned

•

Select a lesson and begin learning
with easy-to-understand content and
comprehensive practice questions

•

Instantly check answers with a single click

•

Students receive a score and lesson markup after each exercise, guiding them along
the path to mastery

•

Assign pretests to assess preliminary
understanding, and posttests to measure
outcomes

•

Assign custom courses or preselected
lesson plans to a class from the
Assignments tab

•

View class progress at a glance across all
modules

•

•

See scores and view or print individual
record details on a per lesson basis

Track progress of completed and
in-progress lessons

•

Repeat practice exercises to reinforce
concepts and improve scores

•

View scores on the student dashboard

“The ability to track my students’ progress and to see where
they are struggling is priceless”
- California Teacher
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